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In recent years, machine learning (ML) has become increasingly important as a tool to aid human decision making.
Researchers have trained deep neural networks to help dermatologists identify skin cancer (Esteva et al., 2017), while
political strategists regularly leverage forecasts produced
by ML models when determining their next moves (Nickerson & Rogers, 2014). Prompted in part by this increase
in human use of ML predictions and in part by new regulations such as the EU GDPR, researchers have turned their
attention to the interpretability of ML systems (e.g., Ribeiro
et al., 2016; Lipton, 2016; Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017).

model and given the option to revise their prediction.
Subjects were randomized into one of ten treatments, which
differed along two dimensions. The first was the stated accuracy of the model. Some subjects were given no background
information on its accuracy, while others were told that the
model’s accuracy on some held-out data was either 60%,
70%, 90%, or 95%. Halfway through the experiment, all
subjects were given feedback on both own accuracy and
on the model’s accuracy (always 80% by design) on the
first half of the prediction tasks. This design allowed us
to rigorously test whether the stated accuracy of the model
influenced people’s trust in the model, both before and after
they observed the model’s performance in practice.

To date, most of the work on interpretability has focused
explicitly on ML models themselves, asking questions about
people’s abilities to understand model internals or the way
that a particular model maps inputs to outputs. However,
the model is just one component of the ML pipeline, which
spans data collection, training algorithms and procedures,
model evaluation, and ultimately, deployment. One particularly under-explored aspect of interpretability in the model
evaluation and deployment stages of the pipeline is the interpretability of performance metrics. For example, how well
do people understand the relationship between a model’s
performance on held-out data and the model’s expected
performance post deployment? And how does such understanding influence people’s willingness to trust a model?

The second dimension was whether or not subjects were
rewarded for making correct predictions. In the high-stakes
treatments, subjects received a flat “base” payment as well
as a bonus of $0.10 for each correct prediction, while in the
low-stakes treatments they received only the base payment
for completing the experiment. This design allowed us to
test whether subjects would be more or less likely to follow
the model when they had more “skin in the game.”
We found that the stated accuracy of the model did have
a significant effect on the extent to which people trust the
model, as measured by both the frequency with which subjects adjusted their predictions to match those of the model
and by subjects’ self-reported levels of trust in the model,
although the effect size was smaller after subjects received
feedback about the model’s performance. We did not detect
a significant effect of prediction stakes on trust. Finally, subjects consistently chose to revise their predictions to match
those of the model more often and reported higher levels of
trust in the model after receiving feedback on the model’s
performance, regardless of whether the observed accuracy
was higher or lower than the initial stated accuracy. We conjecture that this is because the model’s observed accuracy
(80%) was much higher than most subjects’ accuracies.

In this paper, we focus on this under-explored aspect of interpretability. We take an experimental approach to measure
the impact of one particular performance metric—a model’s
stated accuracy on held-out data—on people’s trust in the
model. We report the results of a large-scale randomized human subject experiment in which subjects made predictions
about the outcome of speed dating events with the help of
an ML model. Subjects were first shown information about
a speed dating participant and his or her date and asked to
predict whether or not the participant would want to see the
date again. They were then shown a prediction from the
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These results highlight the need for developers of ML models to clearly and responsibly communicate their expectations about model performance since this information shapes
the extent to which people trust a model, both before and
after they are able to interact with it and observe its perfor-
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mance first-hand. Our results also reveal that people put
substantial weight on their own experiences with a model
when deciding how much they should trust it. Of course,
proper caution should be used when generalizing our results
to other settings. In particular, although we did not observe
a significant effect of prediction stakes on trust, it is entirely
possible that there would be an effect when stakes are sufficiently high (e.g., doctors making life-or-death decisions).
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